This article addresses the challenges for design pedagogy in supplying the intellectual and critical skills for knowledge design in networked projects. In addition to the need for technical under standing (of data formats, infrastructure, and information systems), this piece suggests that a critical understanding of the concepts of agency should also be part of the designer's skill set.
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online. Burdick's interface design enables access to the com plex set of cultural materials so that transcriptions, facsimi les, keyword searches and other features are coordinated in a manner that seems intuitive to the user. Burdick's interface demonstrates a precise understanding of the organization of this, the implications of these historical circumstances can be studied for analysis of other cultural moments, such as our own.
Not all interfaces are the same, and the knowledge design skills necessary for a humanities' project are not those need ed for integrating live data streams in a complex business or government environment. For instance, interfaces built on platforms that use the metaphors of dashboard and cockpit as the control centers for access encode very different illu sions of control than those of digital humanities projectsand provide a useful contrast. Recent work by Miriam Posner calls attention to the structure of supply chains in manufac turing. She studies the way business management software makes use of neural, netbased artificial intelligence to opti mize the efficient delivery of goods, labor, raw materials, services, and every other aspect of production in the the "ideological state apparatus," but that fact is neither obscure nor concealed. 2
As an example of knowledge design, Burdick's work tells us that current pedagogy has to prepare designers to under stand these information systems. The functionality of a given interface depends upon that understanding. This adds a new suite of skills to the designer's toolkit. But is that all that is required? What intellectual tools for understanding the ideological aspects of this work are also needed? How does design -whether in traditional graphic and print modes, or in dynamic environments -produce models of agency that become part of other cultural practices? What notions of the user -or subject -are assumed in these activities, and how do we provide the critical language for understanding zoom, and details," such a user is a consuming subject, one situated within fully designed systems, rather than a produc ing subject with power and agency.
What is it we imagine design can do? We are all caught in the snares and tangles of our own ideological conditions. Our notions of agency -autonomous, sentient, freewilled -or abject, constrained, subordinated -inform (literally, shape, give form to) our models of design. Activist design and resistant action are essential components of our current world, but naïve concepts of effective agency are not. The historical development of design into a field with activist and political agendas was built on models of a humanist subject with full political efficacy, along with the direct capacity for action. But agency has to be understood as a product, an idea constructed from and within the cultural systems that "speak" to us as subjects of complex regimes of power. 
